Social Project Culture: A New Project Management Culture to Promote the Sustainable Development of Organizations
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Abstract: With economic development and globalization, more organizations have been cooperating with foreign enterprises, which brings not only opportunities but also management difficulties and competitions with organizations. Organizations must improve their management and adapt to changing market conditions and the requirements and needs of its customers to maintain and strengthen its position in the market. Management by Project (MBP) uses technical methods of modern project management (PM) to manage various tasks and activities that are considered as projects. It is an effective way to solve management problems and improve management levels and enterprise competitiveness. However, few small and medium-sized enterprises apply MBP in their operation and management processes. Therefore, this paper presents a new idea to promote the application of MBP and the formation of a PM culture within society. In this paper, we searched a major database using the systematic literature review method and analyzed the articles directly or indirectly linked to our paper to obtain literature supporting the views of this article. First, this paper presents a new kind of management culture from the social aspect, termed as Social Project Culture (SPC), which can promote sustainable development and improve the management level and efficiency of organizations by promoting MBP application across society. Second, by analyzing the SPC definition, its three functions, i.e., project management behavior, management and risk control capacity, and international competitiveness, are provided. Then, to help organizations apply this method, an evolutionary path is proposed, including the creation stage, formative stage, mature stage, and heritage stage. Finally, to ensure the continued optimization of SPC, four safeguard measures in terms of theory, institution, behavior, and ideology are proposed.
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1. Introduction

With economic development and globalization, more organizations have been cooperating with foreign enterprises, which brings not only opportunities but also management difficulties and competitions with organizations. Organizations must improve their management and adapt to changing market conditions and the requirements and needs of its customers to maintain and strengthen its position in the market. Therefore, organizations are striving to improve their management and competitiveness in order to promote sustainable development.

To deal with an increasingly complex business environment, organizations have begun to find new methods to improve management ability and solve management problems, such as transformation and
upgrading issues, risk control, and self-management problems [1]. Hence, the idea of Management by Project (MBP), which leads to clearer management purposes, more scientific control, and more efficient operation results [2], is proposed to solve the management problem and promote the sustainable development of organizations and enterprises.

However, at present, the organizations utilizing MBP are mostly large corporations. Few small and medium-sized enterprises implement MBP into their operational processes [3]. Many management problems, such as transformation and upgrading issues, risk control, and self-management problems, are becoming key impediments to the sustainable development of these enterprises, which plays an irreplaceable role in promoting economic development [4–6]. Therefore, it is imperative to find a way to generalize the MBP concept to improve the management capacity of small and medium-sized enterprises and promote the sustainable development of organizations [7–9].

Based on the management problems of small and medium-sized enterprises and a systematic literature review of papers directly or indirectly linked to culture and PM such as MBP, studies on enterprise project culture (EPC) and organizational culture, this paper proposed a new kind of management culture, termed Social Project Culture (SPC). The aim of SPC is to help organizations, especially small and medium-sized enterprises, achieve sustainable development by improving the application of MBP in society. It can then also indirectly promote economic development through the prosperity of organizations and enterprises.

The definition and functions of SPC are provided to make the leaders of relevant organizations clearly understand its connection. We describe the evolution of SPC to guide users in implementing SPC and help them to make this culture more suitable for their socio-economic environment. Meanwhile, to ensure the smooth implementation and continued optimization of SPC, four safeguard measures in terms of theory, institution, behavior, and ideology are proposed. These guarantees can also reduce the risk of implementation and ensure the formation of SPC.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the literature review. The methodology is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 elaborates on the connotation of SPC and presents an analysis of the important role of SPC. Section 5 addresses the four stages of SPC’s evolutionary path. The four safeguard measures from theory, systems, behavior, and ideology are provided in Section 6. Conclusions and discussions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Literature Review

Modern project management (PM), especially the idea of MBP, has become popular within organizations [10–12]. As a modern model, MBP uses technical methods of modern PM to manage various tasks and activities that are considered as projects [13,14], and is an effective method to improve the efficiency of enterprise management [10,15,16]. The concept of MBP was first advanced in the mid-1980s [17] and applied in a number of areas, such as architecture, national defense, aerospace, etc. After the 1990s, MBP was gradually applied to the rapidly developing IT industry and other high-tech fields [18], which effectively improved management ability in these fields. As a result, more and more enterprises and departments chose to complete their work using MBP [19]. Since then, MBP has been used in multi-project management, including project program and project portfolio management, and become the main management model in organizations due to its advantages in pursuing organizations’ strategies, improving resource utilization, and solving sustainable development problems [20,21]. Above all, most researchers concentrate on how to apply it in different fields and the optimization of this theory. Few researchers pay attention to promoting the application of this method within society for sustainable development of organizations, especially small and medium-sized enterprises. There are also few studies that combine MBP and culture. In order to fill these research gaps, SPC is proposed to guide organizations, especially small and medium-sized enterprises, to achieve sustainable development by promoting the application of MBP within society.

Culture is typically viewed as the values, beliefs, and ideology of an organization or society [22–24]. It influences the way in which people behave [25,26]. A person’s decision-making process is dependent
on their cultural background according to what is considered ‘the right way’, highlighting the importance of culture [27]. As a collection of group consciousnesses, the guiding role of culture in society has become increasingly prominent [28,29], especially in the management of enterprises and organizations [30–32]. Therefore, theoretical research focusing on cultural perspectives has significantly improved in the field of management [33–35]. Some researchers have pointed out that PM culture is enterprise-oriented [7,36–41]. It is considered as a unique culture within a project or a project portfolio. They have also analyzed its importance in the success and sustainable development of projects [42,43], especially cross-border international cooperation projects [44–47]. Other researchers have noted that PM culture is a set of stable beliefs, attitudes, and values recognized from the perspective of an enterprise, and could combine the values of members with strategic objectives to promote the realization of those objectives [48]. Drawing conclusions from this previous research, it can be argued that PM culture is only suitable for spreading MBP within enterprises and not suitable for prompting the application of MBP within society. Therefore, we propose SPC from a social perspective for the first time. It fills the research gap in that most researchers only concentrated on management culture from the perspective of a single enterprise.

3. Methodology

In our analysis we make use of the systematic literature review (SLR) approach. The SLR method originated in the 1990s, and it was initially used in the field of medicine, although more recently it has also been adopted in various fields, such as systems engineering, marketing, tourism, and strategic innovation [49–52]. We reviewed the literature directly or indirectly linked to culture, organizational culture, enterprise project culture, and project management. Some of the references we selected to support the viewpoint of this paper are summarized in Appendices A and B, the others are described in this paper. The systematic review process is presented as follows.

3.1. Search Strategy

SLR was conducted as a research methodology to collect material for this paper. To obtain the relevant literature, we used a search in the common database of published literature including Web of Science, Springerlink, Wiley Online Library, Elsevier and China National Knowledge Infrastructure, one of the largest biomedical abstracts and full test literature databases in China. In addition, references identified from bibliographies of pertinent articles were also retrieved if needed. We made no restriction on language or date. The searches sought the following combinations of key words: “management by project”, “project management”, “enterprise project culture”, “enterprise culture”, “organizational culture”, “culture”, “enterprise culture AND function”, “culture AND function”, “enterprise culture AND evolution”, and “culture AND evolution”.

3.2. Criteria

The studies are selected to support the conception provided in this paper. Therefore, articles were included when they met the following criteria:

1. The paper included the key words that we mentioned above.
2. The definition of enterprise project culture or culture is provided in the paper.
3. The function of project management, management by project, enterprise project culture or organizational culture, or culture is described directly or indirectly.
4. The evolution of enterprise project culture or culture is described.

3.3. Study Selection

First, we selected the studies based on titles, key words, and abstracts of the retrieved records. Studies that did not meet the criteria were discarded during the initial review. Then, we cross-checked these studies. When uncertainty existed, we retrieved and assessed the full text studies if they were
available. Different opinions were resolved through discussion. The articles we selected have been cited in this paper. The views of the articles we referenced to support this paper have been summarized in Appendices A and B.

4. Overview of Social Project Culture

4.1. Connotation of Social Project Culture

Culture is a type of social phenomenon based on a certain organization and produced in a certain environment [53]. It is an internal restriction and norm, which is widely recognized by humans in social activities. Culture can guide the public and organizations to choose their own behavior to achieve long-term, sustainable development [42,53]. SPC is a special kind of culture that emerges during the process of popularization and application of PM in various fields. The benefit of promoting SPC to realize organizations’ long-term sustainable development is obvious [54]. However, the definition of SPC has not been determined. Therefore, it is necessary to define SPC in order to promote it.

SPC has a strong similarity in several aspects with enterprise-based group consciousness—enterprise project culture (EPC). Both SPC and EPC attempt to popularize MBP and build a project culture to ensure sustainable development and achieve organization strategic objectives with the MBP application. Hence, it can be concluded that the EPC characteristics can provide a reference for defining SPC [55], which enables SPC to be analyzed from three aspects, i.e., scope, purpose, and result, and the definition of SPC can be described as follows.

Definition: SPC is a consensus that originates from the MBP process. It is composed of PM values, management styles, management methods, and ideological systems, of which the purpose is to improve the efficiency of management activities and guide the organization to form management behavior and achieve sustainable development.

The number of cooperative projects is increasing and the scale is expanding, which brings difficulties to organizations. SPC can contribute to solving this problem. SPC helps guide organizations to conduct activities using PM in order to improve the management efficiency of organizations and ensure the smooth implementation of cooperation. Its purpose is to guide enterprises, individuals, and outreach groups to address cooperative matters using project management. It will promote the success of a single project into the success of the organization, and the success of a single organization into the success of national strategy. Eventually, a kind of project management value concept, system standard, management thought, and management behavior are formed.

The connotation of SPC is complicated; it involves many influencing factors, such as project environment, national policy, and management capacity, which cause difficulties for building SPC in essence [54]. Similar to the process of forming corporate culture [56] and EPC, the core elements in building SPC are the scope, purpose, and result [54,57]. Therefore, in this paper, the connotation of SPC is described as follows: from the scope perspective, the scope of SPC is covered by the whole organizations in society. From the perspective of construction purpose, the main purpose of building SPC is to guide the organization to apply PM to its daily routine. Based on the result analysis, SPC adapts to the special background of the society to form PM values, concepts, system standards, management ideas, and management behaviors for organizations.

4.2. Functions of Social Project Culture

Based on analyzing the previous studies, we found that as a special kind of management culture SPC has functions in culture as well as PM [54]. Here, the functions in culture are orientation, value integration, and normative integration, which will guide the organization to achieve sustainable development. Developing a corporate culture supersedes factors such as corporate strategy, market presence, and technological advantage to affect the success of a company [58]. The functions in PM work towards more flexible organizations, closer teamwork, and a more efficient management process [2]. According to the method we described in Section 3, we selected some literature to support
the function provided in this section, as summarized in Appendix A. The functions of SPC can be concluded by combining the functions of culture and PM, which can be divided into three aspects, as shown in Figure 1 [59–66].

Figure 1. Functions of Social Project Culture (SPC).

Figure 1 shows that guiding organizations to promote PM behavior and sustainable development is the primary function of SPC. SPC emphasizes PM behavior implementation, PM system establishment, and PM thinking formation during the MBP process. It guides organizations, individuals, and groups to address affairs, actualize PM behavior, and manage using a specific program in accordance with the MBP principles, which will promote their sustainable development.

The second function of SPC is to help organizations improve their PM and risk control capabilities (Figure 1). Modern PM emphasizes three-dimensional constraints (quality, cost, and duration) as well as other factors, such as human, risk, and flexible management. Hence, the establishment of an intangible mechanism is required to ensure PM implementation and integrate the rigid and flexible constraints. In addition, SPC could ensure that organizations perform activities in accordance with MBP and control risks by using systematic procedure in the order of plan, organize, implement, control, and finish.

The importance of SPC can be reflected in improving the third function of SPC, i.e., international competitiveness of organizations, individuals, and groups (Figure 1) by facilitating enterprises to apply MBP. Within the MBP trend, building SPC will help organizations, individuals, and groups improve their levels of technical services, engineering quality, and management [7–9]. Ultimately, these organizations will achieve a market advantage with higher efficiency and quality and raise their international and sustainable development competitiveness.

It can be found that these three functions correlate with each other and can work together to improve the management level of the company for sustainable development. In practice, SPC will help organizations develop PM behavior, which will in turn improve the organizations’ PM and risk control capability, management efficiency, and international competitiveness. Hence, more organizations will be encouraged to develop PM behavior.

5. Evolutionary Path of Social Project Culture

With the implementation of policies such as “The Belt and Road”, the number of cross-border projects has increased, which provides a broader space for the practice of project management. Modern project management not only requires the support of all kinds of ‘hardware’ but the assistance of ‘software’ such as project management culture. Therefore, the development process of SPC should
be included, in addition to building SPC. At present, there are few studies about the evolutionary path of SPC, but many researchers have studied similar corporate culture. By analyzing the existing literature shown in Appendix B, it can be found that the development of culture generally includes four stages: generation, interpretation, identification, and following [67–73]. As a management culture, SPC includes some other complex processes, such as creation, formation, improvement, and heritability. Therefore, the evolutionary path of SPC can be constructed in four steps: cultural creation, cultural formative, cultural maturity, and cultural heritage, as shown in Figure 2.

According to the evolutionary path of SPC shown in Figure 2, first, government departments, PM institutes, or other organizations create SPC based on the environment of society and enterprises. Then a special PM agency is established by a PM institution or the relevant government departments to establish and improve the PM rules and regulations. After that, these relevant departments guide managers to apply MBP and PM knowledge in their organizations. Through the successful implementation of individual project management, the idea of PM is gradually extended to the whole industry. It then extends to multiple industry areas. The concept of project management is deepened and SPC is initially formed within society. Then, relevant organizations evaluate the effect of the implementation of SPC and propose some optimization measures to make it more suitable for the current social and economic environment. SPC is recognized generally and constantly inherited. The specific implementation method of each stage is as follows.

The creation stage, as the first evolutionary phase of SPC, refers to how to build SPC based on the environment of society and enterprises to improve the adaptive capacity. At the beginning of this stage, the idea of PM is proposed and promoted by government departments, PM institutes, or other organizations. Then, the basic framework of SPC is proposed after analyzing the construction environment, the construction content, the construction purpose, the target group, etc. The requirements for creating the SPC should be raised and used to guide the subsequent building stage.

The second evolutionary phase of SPC is the formative stage, referring to how to make society accept and implement SPC. This is a process that makes SPC convert from concept to behavior and mainly includes three parts: (1) Identifying SPC. In the initial construction stage, some employees may doubt the SPC functions, and hence some methods, such as publicity, training, and communication, are adopted to help them accept and recognize SPC and provide ideological guarantees for the implementation of specific actions. (2) Implementing SPC. The SPC will be translated into practical action from the level of managers’ design frame in the implementation process. (3) Building SPC. The purpose of building SPC is to promote MBP and guide people to form PM behavior. The project management organizations (PMOs), as direct users of SPC, could regulate people’s will and behavior and make sure they follow and implement what the SPC advocates. In order to ensure that SPC can be implemented in a mandatory manner, institutionalizing PM and building SPC systematically are necessary.
Figure 2. Evolutionary path of SPC.
The process of the SPC formative stage is shown in Figure 2. First, according to the actual situation of a project, a PM idea based on SPC is proposed. Then, a PM agency is established by an institution or a relevant government department responsible for developing and designing standards of PM, which provides guidance for project activities and deploys and builds the SPC. PM institutions or government legal branches regulate the management process and the division of responsibilities by establishing the relevant PM system. After that, the PM system can ensure PM process standardization, define the division of responsibilities clearly, and restrain the behavior of project members, while the management system helps the organization ensure that the PM procedure is working correctly and the activities are efficiently managed, which will provide an institutional guarantee for SPC construction. Finally, PM agencies or organizations could carry out some training and experience exchange activities to help employees understand, master, and apply PM knowledge. These steps would lay the foundation for developing PM behavior, reducing communication barriers, and improving management efficiency.

After summarizing the successful experience in an individual organization, the MBP application can be gradually extended to the entire industry, and the MBP behaviors could evolve from a single project to a complex program or project portfolio management, which provides a guarantee for building the SPC and promoting the sustainable development of the organization. During the formative stage of SPC, a foundation for raising people’s awareness of MBP and promoting SPC development is established. However, during the formation process of SPC, the order of multi-subprocesses is not fixed. It should be noted that these subprocesses could begin simultaneously as long as the conditions required for building the culture are satisfied.

The third evolutionary phase of SPC is the mature stage, referring to evaluation and improvement. The original SPC may contain many shortcomings, so evaluating and analyzing the SPC insufficiency from PM systems, PM departments, PM practices, and other aspects is an effective way to realize SPC’s sustainable improvement. Through this assessment, the basic situation of the established SPC can be grasped, on the basis of which suggestions for sustainable improvement can be proposed. If the evaluation results reflect that the original SPC cannot fulfill the requirements for building the culture, the process of building the SPC will be reorganized or returned to the first stage. If the evaluation results show that the initial SPC satisfies the requirements for building the culture but is insufficient, the shortcomings will be addressed. Afterwards, the SPC is re-evaluated to ensure that the purpose of the organization’s sustainable development can be achieved. It can be seen that during the formative stage and mature stage, SPC can be accepted by staff and workers, optimized, and applied in different organizations, and then management can be guided to improve the success rate of projects.

The fourth evolutionary phase of SPC is the heritage stage, referring to how to inherit and develop the SPC. Similar to the final step of constructing a culture, building SPC eventually realizes the development and heritance of the ideas, theories, and methods of MBP in organizations to guide organizations to achieve sustainable development in contemporary society.

6. Guarantees for Promoting Social Project Culture

The evolutionary process of culture can be influenced by the social environment. At present, some problems in the social environment obstruct SPC evolution, such as lack of awareness of PM [74], insufficient attention of leaders paid to PM [75], and inadequate systems built for PM [76]. Solving these problems is a prerequisite for building the SPC, but it is a complex process involving many disciplines, such as organizational ecology [77,78], management [7,9,14], and organizational management [79]. Therefore, considering the existing literature in different disciplines, this paper proposes four supporting guarantees (i.e., theoretic guarantee, behavior guarantee, institutional guarantee, and ideological guarantee) in order to solve the problems for confirming the realization of SPC (Figure 3), which are elucidated as follows.
The SPC is a combination of project management ideas and culture, so it is imperative to strengthen the theory of MBP for the continuous optimization of this theory. Theoretic guarantee is the basis of promoting SPC from a theoretical perspective. Therefore, it is important to propose this guarantee. There are many approaches to providing theoretical guarantees for the realization of SPC. For example, talent support for SPC implementation can be supplied by developing the academic and vocational education of PM. As a system that provides comprehensive theoretical support for PM practice, PM science can be established to adapt to the requirements of this new trend [80] with some corresponding and supporting policies formulated by the relevant government departments, PM institutions, research institutions, or other organizations. Investment in PM theory and the study of PM science is required to provide a theoretical basis for an organization to carry out PM activities, especially for modern projects that are becoming more variable, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous.

The behavior guarantee is provided to instruct people’s behavior during the implementation process. It is key to building SPC to help top managers pay sufficient attention to PM. The behavior patterns and values of senior managers determine which culture the organization pursues. Leaders should pay attention to PM implementation. As behaviors of cultural construction leaders, such as government departments and PM associations, tend to set an example for employees, they must fulfill their responsibility as cultural leaders and demonstrate the important role of PM in production practice for employees through their own actions. In this way, a powerful guarantee is provided for SPC development.

Institutional guarantee is another important support for the construction of SPC to solve the problem of inadequate system building for MBP. In addition, it can prompt the formation of SPC by constraining and guiding people’s behavior during the implementation process. A unified PM system can guarantee PM quality, regulate behavior rationality, and ensure the systematic implementation of SPC to adapt to the special trends of MBP. For instance, the PM system could help organizations, individuals, and groups apply the theory of MBP in practice. This system can provide a standard specification of PM that allows different organizations to explore personalized management combined with their characteristics and finally achieve the ultimate goals: improving

Figure 3. Guarantees for promoting the SPC.
the efficiency of PM, enhancing the organization’s competitiveness, and achieving the sustainable development of the organization.

Social project culture has both management characteristics and cultural characteristics. It not only affects people from the mind but also influences them from behavior. Therefore, as a special kind of culture, it is imperative to provide ideological guarantees to ensure that people form this kind of thinking. The fourth guarantee, the ideological guarantee, is the core of building SPC. Attaching great importance to publicity and education and improving the awareness of project management in enterprises, individuals and groups provide the ideological guarantee for constructing SPC. As is known, the main body in the process of culture building is people. If there is no effective participation from the people, the culture is just a facade. At present, different people have different understandings of PM, which has hindered the implementation of PM. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen publicity and education for personnel and improve their technical quality, cultural quality, and moral quality, which will provide an ideological basis for SPC construction. For this purpose, government departments and PM associations should carry out a variety of PM-related training activities to encourage outreach enterprises, individuals, and groups to pay attention to PM. Consequently, an organization’s PM skills can be improved and PM ideology can form, which will lay a foundation for the implementation of PM behavior and make construction of the SPC possible.

7. Conclusions and Discussion

Under the background of ‘The Belt and Road’, the number of collaborative projects is increasing, and the background of the stakeholders involved in the projects is also becoming more complex. This situation requires pursuing win-win modern project management to meet the needs of management. Modern project management pays more attention to the market and competition, focusing on the human factor. It ensures projects are carried out efficiently with its systematic management theory and methods. Therefore, the idea of constructing SPC in Chinese society is proposed. Its purpose is to guide outreach organizations to apply the concept of MBP to their practical management activities. The importance of constructing social project management is analyzed. Then, the evolution path of SPC is built within the context of ‘The Belt and Road’. Finally, some corresponding safeguard measures are proposed. This provides a new idea for promoting the extensive application of project management, with details shown as follows.

With the number of collaborative projects increasing, the background of the stakeholders involved in the projects is also becoming more complex. Modern PM, taking into consideration influencing factors such as competitions and markets, is a win-win PM strategy that can satisfy sustainable development requirements. As a modern model, MBP uses technical methods of modern PM to manage various tasks and activities that are considered as projects and is an effective method to improve the efficiency of enterprise management [10,13–16]. MBP promotes cooperation among different projects and organizations and can accelerate economic development. With this approach, all projects can be executed efficiently based on the application of a systematic management theory, method, and culture. In this paper, SPC, which aims to achieve the sustainable development of organizations by guiding employees to apply MBP and practical management activities in society, has been proposed. Its evolutionary path including four stages has also been described. Moreover, in order to ensure that SPC is accepted, used, and promoted by the organization, some corresponding safeguard measures have been proposed.

SPC is a type of consensus which is formed in the process of implementing the idea of project management in society. As a special form of culture, SPC not only has the function of culture but also the characteristics of PM mode. On the one hand, culture has the functions of orientation, value integration, normative integration, and so on. On the other hand, a project management model can make organization management more flexible, teams work more closely, and management process more efficient. Culture has a strong influence on people, which will lead the members of society to choose certain behavior. SPC emphasizes implementation of project management behavior,
establishment of the project management system, and formation of project management thinking during the implementation. Therefore, when SPC is formed, it will lead the members of society to choose behavior according to this cultural background. It will instruct enterprises, individuals, and groups to address affairs, to actualize project management behavior, and to manage with a specific program in accordance with the ideas of MBP. We summarize some of the benefits of this culture as follows.

For organizations, SPC can improve their management efficiency and management capacity. In addition, it can reduce the communication barriers in different enterprises and improve the success rate of cooperation. For managers, SPC can reduce the management difficulties caused by different cultures, outdated management, and changing environments. For government, it can indirectly promote the economic development of society by prompting the prosperity of enterprises and organizations.

Finally, this study provides a new idea for the sustainable development of organizations by promoting the extensive application of MBP innovations shown as follows:

1. Combined with the MBP trend, the SPC concept is proposed, which defines the concept of PM culture at the social level. Furthermore, the important role of SPC is analyzed, and a new field regarding PM culture at the social level is provided from the perspective of organizations.

2. Referring to the established literature, the evolutionary path of SPC is constructed based on four stages of culture: creation, formation, maturity, and inheritance. With this evolutionary path of SPC, the requirements of building a culture from four aspects (i.e., materials, behaviors, systems, and spirits) can be satisfied.

3. According to the social status of PM, some safeguard measures are proposed from the aspects of theory, system, behavior, and ideology. At the theoretical level, investment in PM research should be increased, and a disciplined system for projects should be created and improved. At the system level, the corresponding PM system should be established and improved, and the leaders should pay more attention to SPC construction and take an active role as cultural leaders at the behavioral level. At the ideological level, PM should be given great importance in publicity and education to improve the PM ideology of organizations, individuals, and groups. The combination of these four guarantees ensures the realization of SPC and sustainable development of organizations.

There are two shortcomings in this study: (1) In this paper, we proposed a general framework of the evolutionary path of SPC roughly, and the specific details require in-depth analysis. (2) The proposed evolutionary path of SPC is a general framework, which needs an in-depth analysis for specific cases in actual practice. These limitations will be addressed in future research.
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## Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Point of View</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improve the international competitiveness of organizations</td>
<td>Bai, S.J.</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>The functions in PM work towards more flexible organizations, more close teamwork, and a more efficient management process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kamenskaya, I.N.</td>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>The author described the components of culture in the modern library and provided that the components become organizational assets that are capable of ultimately increasing the competitiveness and attractiveness of a library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barney, J.B.</td>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>Firms that have cultures with the required attributes can obtain sustained superior financial performance and generate sustained competitive advantages from their cultures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quan, X.Y.</td>
<td>[61]</td>
<td>This paper provided that organizational culture is one of the intangible resources a firm owns, which is of importance in developing competitive advantage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide organizations to promote project management behavior</td>
<td>Bai, S.J.</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>The functions in PM work towards more flexible organizations, more close teamwork, and a more efficient management process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kerzner, H.</td>
<td>[62]</td>
<td>This research shows how effective project implementation can play a key role for the success of a company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milosevic, D.Z.; Patanakul, P.; Srivannaboos, S.</td>
<td>[63]</td>
<td>Culture is a collective programming of the minds, generally used to understand basic values of a group, and is used by management to direct the behavior of employees to achieve better performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meyer, L.L.; Pretorius, J.H.C.; Pretorius, L.</td>
<td>[64]</td>
<td>Culture can improve the efficiency of the project manager and enable engineering and project managers to interact and manage efficiently on a “person to person”, “person to team” and “team to team” basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the organizations’ project management and risk control capabilities</td>
<td>Bai, S.J.</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>The functions in PM work towards more flexible organizations, more close teamwork, and a more efficient management process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kamenskaya, I.N.</td>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>The author described the components of culture in the modern library and provided that the components become organizational assets that are capable of ultimately increasing the competitiveness and attractiveness of a library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barney, J.B.</td>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>Firms that have cultures with the required attributes can obtain sustained superior financial performance and generate sustained competitive advantages from their cultures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quan, X.Y.</td>
<td>[61]</td>
<td>This paper provided that organizational culture is one of the intangible resources a firm owns, which is of importance in developing competitive advantage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The views of the articles we referenced for Figure 1.
### Appendix B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Point of View</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schein, E.H.</td>
<td>[67]</td>
<td>The formulation of corporate culture must consider the economic and social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>environment in which the company is located.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conbere, J.P.;</td>
<td>[68]</td>
<td>The construction of corporate culture should be considered in the construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heorhiadi, A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>of corporate culture. The behavior of leaders has an important influence on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the implementation of culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan, G.Y.</td>
<td>[69]</td>
<td>The formation process of corporate culture includes the following processes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Creating the corporate culture: Corporate leaders build their own cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>based on the enterprise characteristics and social environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Accept the corporate culture: Let the employees of the company understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and agree with the culture of the company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Behavioral training: Train employees to work in accordance with the culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of the company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Support for stability of corporate culture: Through various measures to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ensure the inheritance and continuity of corporate culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, W.K.</td>
<td>[70]</td>
<td>The formation process of corporate culture includes the following processes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. The leader proposes the cultural concept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Corporate managers practice culture and strengthen the implementation of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. People implement the organization’s culture in the company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, S.J.</td>
<td>[71]</td>
<td>1. Analyze the external environmental conditions and the strategy of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>corporates, Form the cultural mechanism of the enterprise, including the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cultural control mechanism and inheritance mechanism. Form the unique corporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>environment and employee behavior culture of the enterprise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose, K.H.</td>
<td>[72]</td>
<td>Organization culture is shaped by the common experience of the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and most organization have developed unique cultures over time by practice and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>common usage. Common experience include, but not limited to: shared vision,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mission, values, beliefs and expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. regulations, polices, methods, and procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. motivation and reward systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. risk tolerance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. view of leadership, hierarchy, and authority relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. code of conduct, work ethic, and work hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. operating environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, M.</td>
<td>[73]</td>
<td>Establishing a project culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. initiate the project: formalize the initiation of project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. project definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. analysis of the issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. developing a European project process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. launch and roll-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. review</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The views of the articles we referenced for Figure 2.
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